YOUNG PERSONS IN PEACE AND CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION (YPPCT)

A PROJECT IMPLEMENTED BY NULAI NIGERIA

Network of University Legal Aid Institutions

With support from the Embassy of the United States of America

Period of Performance: 1st December 2019 to 30th September 2021 (Extension time)
In partnership with:
YPPCT Law students training on Peace and Conflict Transformation @Ahamdu Bello University Law Clinic
YPPCT Law students training on Peace and Conflict Transformation
@Nasarrawa State Law Clinic, Keffi
YPPCT Law students training on Peace and Conflict Transformation@University of Abuja Law Clinic
Uniabuja Law Clinic training on peace and conflict transformation for participants from Kenford Academy, Gwagwalda, Abuja
Training of participants from Suzzy Tenderly School, Abuja
Uniabuja Law Clinic training on peace and conflict transformation for participants from Hamdam Secondary School, Gwagwalada, Abuja
Uniabuja Law Clinic training on peace and conflict transformation for participants from Almohass Secondary School, Gwagwalada, Abuja
ABU Law Clinic training on peace and conflict transformation for participants Demonstration Secondary School, Zaria, Kaduna State
ABU Law Clinic training on peace and conflict transformation for participants from Nana International School, Zaria, Kaduna State
ABU Law Clinic training on peace and conflict transformation for participants from Muslim Referees Course Programme, Zaria, Kaduna State
NSUK Law Clinic training on peace and conflict transformation for participants from FGC, Keffi; Brightway Secondary School and GSS, Keffi Nasarawa State
Secondary school participants from Demonstration, Nana Int’l & Muslim Refreshers peace club presented Drama, talk show & debate
Secondary school participants from Kenford Academy, Sheikh Hamdan, Suz Tenderly & Almohass peace clubs played Peace Football match, presented Drama, talk show, & debate.
Secondary school participants from Federal Government College, Government Day Secondary School and Bright Way Academy, Peace Clubs